
X X Rutgers
72 days indeterminate: A medium red, great  canner and 
juicer.  Our family favorite for canning! X Indigo Rose

75 days indeterminate: Truly purple, high in antioxidants, 
vigorous, plum sized tomatoes

X San Marzano

78 days indeterminate: An early, large  classic Italian 
paste.  Cylindrical fruit, meaty flesh and used for making 
a good sauce! X Jelly Bean (grape)

72 days indeterminate: High yields, true red in color, 
growing in clusters of 15-30.

X Tiger Blush 
75 days indeterminate:Artisan golden yellow with a pink 
blush cherry tomato.  Exceptionally sweet! X X Jet Star

72 days indeterminate: Large red fruit,  low acid and 
great flavor!

X X Toma Verde Tomatillo

75 days indeterminate:Related to the tomato, these are 
wonderful for making your own Salsa Verde. Tangy, 
zesty, prolific, encased in papery shell that splits when 
ripe. Little Napoli

65 days determinate: Red, high yields pear shaped.  
Good for sauce and salsa.

X Yellow Pear
75 days indeterminate: Heavy clusters of bite size fruit. 
Great for hors d'oeuvres! Excellent taste! X Marzinera 

70-75 days indeterminate. One of the new heirloom 
marriage series.  A cross betweeen San Marzano & 
Cream Sauage.  Heavy yields of bright red paste fruits.  
Great for salsas.

X Matts Wild Cherry
60 days indeterminate: Deep red, full of loads of  sweet, 
very small fruit, grows wild in Mexico, excellent taste.

X Beefmaster 80 days indeterminate: Very large red fruit.  A must try! X Momotaro 

74 days indeterminate: The most popular tomato 
inJapan.  Abundant crops of medium-sized perfect 
tomatoes.

X X Big Boy
78 days indeterminate: Old standby.Large, red and a 
great slicer! X X Park's Whopper

65 days indeterminate: Big red and pretty!  Great for 
home gardens. Early!

X Big Zack

80 days indeterminate: Very large fruit  up to 6 pounds! 
Excellent for sandwiches and salads.  Developed by 
crossing two heirlooms. X Ramapo

75 days determinate: Developed in 1968 preferred for its 
wonderful flavor and excellent production.

X Black Cherry
64 days: High yielding almost black.  Dynamic taste.  
VOTED #1 at the 2010 Tomato Tasting. X

                    
Steakhouse

75 days determinate: A new Burpee hybrid this season 
with heirloom flavor.  Humongous fruits up to 3 pounds!  

X Brandymaster 
world famous flavor, medium to large fruit. ONE OF OUR 
TOMATO MAN'S FAVORITES! X Sugar Cluster

tomatoes.  Measures 2-2 1/2" across, disease resistance. 
Yummy sweet tomato taste.

X X Celebrity
70 days semi-determinate: Medium sized red.  Great for 
your garden! X Sugar Plum 

that are excellent for containers.  One of the tomatoes 
sold at Trader Joe's.

X Chef's Choice 
75 days AAS award winner. 9-12 oz. and no cracks. 
Beautiful orange. Vigorous and productive plants. X X Sun Gold

60 days indeterminate: Unbelievably  SWEET golden 
cherry tomato!

X Cherokee Carbon  

75-80 days indeterminate.  One of the new heirloom 
marriage series.  Robust, purple beefsteak, 10-12 ounce 
fruits full of rich flavor.  Cross between Cherokee Purple 
& Carbon. X Supersonic

75 days indeterminate: Large, red and meaty! A great 
tomato!

X Defiant
shaped fruit are smooth and medium-firm with good 
texture. Very resistant to late blight. X X Super Sweet 100 70 days indeterminate: Very prolific red cherry tomato.

X Delicious

77 days indeterminate: An excellent slicer - most fruits 
over 1 lb. Excellent flavor! It holds the world record AT 7 
POUNDS, 12 OZ.!
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S Sweet Seedless
68 days indeterminate: The world's first  SEEDLESS 
tomato! Great taste & sweetness!

x x Early Girl
62 days indeterminate: Best early tomato. Small, red, but 
early! x Ultimate Opener

57 days determinate: VERY EARLY, 1/3 larger than 
Early Girl, great flavor, be the 1st in your neighborhood!

X Fantastic
68 days indeterminate: Medium red crack-free, rich in 
flavor, heavy yields, great for canning. X Vinetage Wine 

85 days indeterminate: A favorite of gourmet grocers.  
Pink and yellow stripes, mild great taste, large fruits.

X Fantastico 

50 days determinate: 2014 AAS winner.  Very early, high-
yielding with late blight tolerance.  Will work great in 
containers and hanging baskets. X Wisconsin 55

78 days indeterminate;Excellent flavor and sweetness. 
Bred by the University of Wisconsin in 1940.

X Fourth of July

49 days indeterminate: Tasty fruits, big enough for 
slicing and ripe in early summer! Buy 1 or 2 and have the 
first tomatoes!

X Genuwine 

70-75 days indeterminate: One of the new heirloom 
marriage series.  A cross of Costoluto Genovese & 
Brandywine.  10 - 12 ounces.  Excellent flavor!

X Health Kick
a breakthrough in breeding! Packed with 50% more of 
the antioxidant lycopene! 

Husky Red
68 days indeterminate: Medium red, great for small 
spaces and planters!

Husky Red   Cherry 
65 days indeterminate: Dwarf plant excellent for 
container gardening, super sweet cherry tomato.
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